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Abstract—In most of the applications, data in multiple
data sources describes the same set of objects. The
analysis of the data has to be carried with respect to all
the data sources. To form clusters in subspaces of the
data sources the data mining task has to find interesting
groups of objects jointly supported by the multiple data
sources. This paper addresses the problem of mining
mutual subspace clusters in multiple sources. The authors
propose a partitional model using k-medoids algorithm to
determine k-exclusive subspace clusters and signature
subspaces corresponding to multiple data sources, where
k is the number of subspace clusters to be specified by
the user. The proposed algorithm generates mutual
subspace clusters in multiple data sources in less time
without the loss of cluster quality when compared to the
existing algorithm.
Index Terms—Mutual subspace clustering, Multiple data
sources, Partitional clustering, Signature subspaces,
Subspace.
I. INTRODUCTION
Subspace clustering is an extension of traditional
clustering [1]. It finds set of objects that are
homogeneous in subspaces of high-dimensional datasets.
Mutual subspace clustering is the process of finding
mutual subspace clusters from multiple sources. A single
data source is used in subspace clustering whereas in
mutual subspace clustering multiple data sources are
used.
For example, consider an application of analyzing
cancer patients [2]. For this purpose, both clinical data
and genomic data have to be collected to develop
effective therapies for cancers. Examining clinical data
or genomic data individually might not expose the
inherent patterns and correlations present in both data
sets. Therefore, it is important to integrate clinical and
genomic data and mining knowledge from both data
sources. Clustering is a powerful tool for uncovering
underlying patterns without requiring much prior
knowledge about data [3-6]. To determine phenotypes of
Copyright © 2017 MECS

cancer, subspace clustering has been broadly used to
explore such data.
To understand the clusters on clinical attributes well,
and to find out the genomic explanations, it is highly
appropriate to find clusters which are manifested in
subspaces in both the clinical attributes and the genomic
attributes. To check whether the cluster is mutual in a
clinical subspace and a genomic subspace, the clinical
attributes and genomic attributes are used to verify and
justify. The mutual clusters are more understandable and
interpretable. Mutual subspace clustering is used to
integrate multiple sources and mine the related clusters
[7].
Consider a data source as a set of points in a clustering
space. Let S1 and S2 be two clustering spaces formed by
subset of attributes. And S1∩S2 = Φ, and O be a set of
points in space S1∪ S2 on which the clustering analysis
is applied. A mutual subspace cluster is a triplet (C, U,
V) such that C ⊆ O, U ⊆ S1, V ⊆ S2 and C is a cluster in
both U and V respectively. U and V are called the
signature subspaces of cluster C in S1 and S2 respectively.
To make this simple, only two clustering spaces will be
considered. However, this model can be easily extended
to situations where more than two clustering spaces
present.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the recent developments of the subspace
clustering techniques and mutual subspace clustering
techniques. The proposed methodology id detailed in
section III. The results are analyzed in section IV. The
paper is concluded in section V.

II. RELATED WORK
Based on the strategy of subspace clustering there are
two approaches namely, top-down approach and bottomup approach [8]. Top-down approach finds an initial
clustering in the full dimensional space and evaluates the
subspaces of each cluster that iteratively improves the
clustering results. The bottom-up approach finds dense
regions in low-dimensional spaces and candidate low
dimensional clusters are combined them to form clusters
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in higher dimensional spaces [1]. The redundancy of
subspace clusters is eliminated either as post pruning step
or in the methodology itself as a wrapper approach.
The top-down methods of locality is determined by
some approximation of clustering based on weights for
the dimensions obtained so far [9-10]. The algorithms
like PROCLUS, ORCLUS, FIND-IT, and δ – clusters
determine the weights of instances for each cluster [1114]. The algorithm COSA is unique in that uses the knearest neighbors for each instance in the dataset to
determine the weights for each dimension for that
particular instance [14].
The monotonicity of weak density is used by DUSC
(Dimensionality on Biased Subspace Clustering) [15].
DUSC overcomes the problem of density divergence.
The density divergence refers to the phenomenon of the
data objects being spread farther apart with the increase
in the number of dimensions. The process of DUSC is
helpful in pruning the search space. Since the density
threshold is not same for all the dimensions, the pruning
criterion cannot be applied on the search space. The
property of monotonicity no more holds. So, if a lower
dimensional subspace does not yield any subspace
cluster with a specified density threshold, a higher
dimensional subspace may yield a subspace cluster with
a different threshold [15].
Instead of subspace clusters being generated and then
removing the redundant ones, the approach of INSCY
(Indexing Subspace Clusters with-in-process-removal of
redundancY) finds only subspace clusters which are nonredundant [16]. To accomplish this process a special
index called SCY- tree is used to store the regions which
are likely to hold subspace clusters. This technique
reduces the repeated scanning of database cost for
frequent pattern information which in turn stores the
whole dataset in the SCY-tree data structure in a compact
form with respect to all the projections with one scan of
the database only.
Top down k-means method is appropriate where larger
mutual subspace clusters exist [7]. That is, in a particular
dataset most the points belong to a single mutual
subspace cluster. The main goal of mutual subspace
clustering is to derive the mutual subspace clusters that
supports the multiple data sources. The process of mutual
subspace clustering starts with arbitrary k points c1…. ck
in the clustering space S1 as the temporary centers of
clusters C1……Ck respectively. The k centers do not
necessarily belong to object set, O.
The data points in O will be assigned to the clusters
according to their distances to the centers in space S1and
that point will be assigned to the closest center of the
cluster. For each cluster in the subspace the signature
subspace is found and the center of each subspace cluster.
In this process firstly, we find the signature subspace and
the center each subspace cluster in S2. The Average pair
wise distance is used to estimate the signature subspace
in S2. The Average pair wise distance is used to measure
the compactness of the cluster.
This iterative process will be repeated until the
clustering gets stable with low miss-assignment rate and
Copyright © 2017 MECS
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the removal of conflict points. Once the conflict points
are removed the clustering gets stable and finally the
mutual subspace clusters are derived. The algorithm kmeans which is sensitive to outliers may substantially
distort the distribution of data because of an object with
extremely large value [6,8].

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In top down k-medoids mutual subspace clustering,
the representative data point for a given subspace cluster
can be considered as a medoid instead of a cluster mean
[17-19]. The cluster members are most similar to the its
medoid or a representative object. Based on the
clustering principle of minimizing the sum of the
dissimilarities between each object and its corresponding
reference point, the partitioning method generates the
clusters after sufficient number of iterations. The initial
representative objects will be chosen arbitrarily.
The process of replacing representative objects by
non-representative objects will be done iteratively as
long as the quality of the resulting clustering is improved.
To measure the average dissimilarity between an object
and the representative object of its cluster, the quality is
estimated by using a cost function. A non-representative
object orandom is determined which is a good replacement
for current representative object oj. The following four
cases are examined for each of the non- representative
objects, p.
Case 1: p currently belongs to representative object, oj.
If oj is replaced by orandom as a representative object and p
is closest to one of the representative objects, oi, then p is
reassigned to oi.
Case 2: p currently belongs to representative object, oj.
If oj is replaced by orandom as a representative object and p
is closest to orandom, then p is reassigned to orandom.
Case 3: p currently belongs to representative object, oi.
If oj is replaced by orandom as a representative object and p
is still closest to oi, then the assignment does not change.
Case 4: p currently belongs to representative object, oi.
If oj is replaced by orandom as a representative object and p
is closest to orandom, then p is reassigned to orandom.
A reassignment will be occurred each time, and a
difference in absolute error, E will be contributed to the
cost function. If a current representative object is
replaced by a non-representative object, the cost function
is calculated by the difference in absolute error-value.
The total cost of swapping is the sum of costs incurred
by all non-representative objects. To reduce the actual
absolute error E, if the total cost is negative, then oj is
replaced or swapped with orandom. The current
representative object, oj is considered acceptable, if the
total cost is positive and cluster members are not
changed in the iteration.
A. Algorithm
Input: a set of points O in clustering spaces S1 and S2,
the number of clusters k, and parameters θ;
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Output: a set of k mutual subspace clusters.
METHOD

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

select arbitrary k medoids c1….ck in S1;
Apply k-medoids clustering algorithm to find
mutual subspace clusters;
assign each data point in O to a cluster of the
closest medoid;
DO
Calculate Cost C and C'
If C' < C
FOR EACH cluster Ci DO
Find the signature subspace in S2 and the
medoid;
END-DO
FOR EACH cluster Ci DO
Find the signature subspace in S1 and the
medoid;
END-DO
IF cluster medoids are stable THEN remove
conflict points;
UNTIL the clustering is stable;
FOR EACH cluster Ci DO
Output (Ci, Ui, Vi) where Ci is the set of points
in Ci, Ui and Vi are the signature subspaces in S1
and S2 respectively.
END- FOR

The two subspaces S1 and S2 and the number of
clusters taken as input to the k-medoids. The process
starts by selecting arbitrary centers of clusters C1...Ck
respectively in the clustering space S1. The points O will
be assigned to the clusters based on their distance from
the center to the point in subspace S1. Choose a random
medoid for each cluster.
The cost C (old cost) and Cˈ (new cost) will be
calculated. If the new cost is lesser than old cost, then the
refinement stops. To refine the clusters in the clustering
space S2the mutual subspace clusters will be described.
In order to improve the cluster assignment, we need to
find out the signature subspaces in S2. The distance
should be checked for each point and o will be assigned
to the closest medoid in the signature subspace of the
cluster for the improvement of the cluster assignment.
The clustering refinement will be generated in this
process. For the refinement process the information of
S2is used in S1. To adjust the cluster assignment, the
signature subspaces will be computed and the medoids
for each cluster in S1 are chosen. A Mutual subspace
cluster gets stable when the clustering spaces of the
signature subspaces agree with each other. It means that
the medoids of the clustering spaces attract to the same
set of points approximately for a cluster.
The portion of data points in O which are assigned to
different cluster in each iteration has been defined as the
miss-assignment rate. The clustering of mutual subspace
clusters gets stable when the miss-assignment rate and
the signature subspaces of the clusters gets stable. When
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the signature subspaces of the clustering spaces do not
change and the miss-assignment rate will be lower than
θ% in two consecutive rounds of refinement, then the
iterative refinement stops. Here θ is a user-specified
threshold value.
On the other side approximate points might not belong
to mutual subspace clusters then the iterative refinement
might fall into an infinite loop, subsequently the two
clustering spaces does not agree with each other on those
points. To identify potential infinite loop, the cluster
assignments has been compared in two consecutive
rounds of two clustering spaces. The mis-assigned point
each which is assigned in different clustering spaces for
different clusters, and it is repeatedly assigned to the
same clusters in same clustering spaces, then the cluster
centers gets stable and the point that does not belong to
any mutual cluster is removed. The removed point is
named as a conflict point. When these conflict points are
removed. Then the centers and the clusters gets stable,
thus deriving mutual subspace clusters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experimental results, the execution time has
been compared between top-down k-means and topdown k-medoids methods on the datasets taken from UCI
machine learning repository [20]. Some of the datasets
namely Housing dataset, Wine recognition dataset, Seeds
dataset and Column3weka dataset are made used for the
purpose of analysis. The experiments are conducted on a
PC with 8-bit core i5 processor, 8GB RAM.
Table 1. Comparison of execution time in milli-seconds between topdown k-means and top-down k-medoids for housing dataset.
No. of Clusters(k)

Top-down k-means
method

Top-down kmedoids method

K=2

64580

64520

K=4

339880

339631

K=6

291588

291511

K=8

319048

309042

The Execution time expressed in milli-seconds is the
time required to generate the subspace clusters. With the
increase in k value the time required to generate the
subspace clusters increases. Fig.1 depicts the execution
time of top-down k-means and top-down k-medoids
method when run on Housing dataset. The proposed
method i.e. Top-down k-medoids method has marginally
better performance compared to the existing method
Table 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the corresponding values of
execution time for the increased k value when run on
different datasets. Figure 2, 3 and 4 shows the
performance of the proposed methods in terms of
execution time for the other datasets and the
corresponding values are tabulated in Table 2, 3 and 4.
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Table 3. Comparison of execution time in milli-seconds between topdown k-means and top-down k-medoids for seeds dataset.
No. of Clusters(k)

Top-down k-means
method

Top-down kmedoids method

K=2

776344

775323

K=4

10530

10030

K=6

9859

8583

K=8

11170

11063

400000
350000
300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0

Comparison of Execution time between Topdown k-means method and Top-down kmedoids method for Seeds Dataset

900000
k=2

k=4

k=6

800000

k=8

No. of clusters

Top down k-means

Top down k-medoids

Fig.1. Comparison of Time between Top-down Method k-means and
Top-down k-medoids in bar charts for Housing Dataset.
Table 2. Comparison of execution time in milli-seconds between topdown k-means and top-down k-medoids for wine recognition dataset.
No. of Clusters(k)

Top-down k-means
method

Top-down kmedoids method

K=2

69250

69050

K=4

11511

10520

K=6

9968

8689

K=8

9462

9263

Time (milliseconds)

Time (milliseconds)

Comparison of Execution time between Top down k-means method and Top -down kmedoids method for Housing Dataset

700000
600000
500000

400000
300000
200000
100000
0
k=2
Top down k-means

k=4
k=6
No. of clusters

k=8

Top down k-medoids
Fig.3. Comparison of Execution time between Top-down k-means
method and Top-down k-medoids method in bar charts for Seeds
Dataset.

Comparison of Execution time between Topdown k-means method and Top-down kmedoids method for wine recognition Dataset

Time (milliseconds)
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50000
40000
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10000
0

The proposed algorithm converges sooner when
compared to the existing algorithm. The medoids in each
iteration is a data point through which the cluster
assignment is done. The final clusters are obtained when
the clustering result of two iterations is the same. With
the increase in k value, the proposed algorithm converges
to the output results in faster way as the distance
computations and comparisons would reduce drastically.
Table 4. Comparison of execution time in milli-seconds between topdown k-means and top-down k-medoids for colum3weka dataset

k=2

k=4

k=6

k=8

No. of clusters
Top down k-means

Top-down k-means
method

Top-down kmedoids method

K=2

14135

14020

K=4

41063

41020

K=6

40962

39625

K=8

29539

28453

Top down k-medoids

Fig.2. Comparison of Execution time between Top-down k-means
method and Top-down k-medoids method in bar charts for wine
recognition Dataset
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No. of Clusters(k)

Purity is the most common metric used for measuring
the quality of the clusters [6,8]. The Purity of a cluster is
defined as the ratio of the number of data objects
belonging to a maximum class to the total number of its
cluster members. In this research work, the subspace
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clusters with respect to multiple data sources are
identified. The purity of a subspace cluster is computed
with respect to the signature spaces. The class labels of
the abovementioned datasets are compared while
computing their purity.

Time (milliseconds)

Comparison of Time between Top -down kmeans method and Top-down k-medoids
method for Colum3weka Dataset

Table 7. Comparison of purity between top-down k-means method and
top-down k-medoids method for seeds dataset
No. of Clusters(k)

Top-down k-means
method

Top-down kmedoids method

K=2

0.65

0.6758439

K=4

0.761905

0.784592

K=6

0.714286

0.723955

K=8

0.728571

0.725694

Table 8. Comparison of purity b/w top-down k-means and top-down kmedoids method for colum3weka dataset

45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

No. of Clusters(k)

k=2

k=4

k=6

k=8

No. of clusters
Top down k-means
Top down k-medoids
Fig.4. Comparison of Execution time between Top-down k-means
method and Top-down k-medoids method in bar charts for
Colum3weka Dataset

Table. 5, 6, 7 and 8 depict the purity of the resulted
mutual subspace clusters when run datasets Housing
dataset, Wine recognition dataset, Seeds dataset,
Column3weka dataset respectively for different values of
k. It could be observed that, as the k value increases, the
purity of the mutual subspace clusters is improved.
Table 5. Comparison of purity between top-down k-means method and
top-down k-medoids method for housing dataset
No. of Clusters(k)

Top-down k-means
method

Top-down kmedoids method

K=2

0.461165

0.473526

K=4

0.582258

0.599543

K=6

0.687097

0.796432

K=8

0.696774

0.705603

Table 6. Comparison of purity between top-down k-means method and
top-down k-medoids method for wine recognition dataset
No. of Clusters(k)

Top-down k-means
method

Top-down kmedoids method

K=2

0.518258

0.536962

K=4

0.581461

0.597641

K=6

0.651685

0.675448

K=8

0.707865

0.714275
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Top-down kmeans method

Top-down k-medoids
method

K=2

0.675

0.683455

K=4

0.625806

0.635964

K=6

0.63871

0.641329

K=8

0.651613

0.661435

V. CONCLUSION
In this research work, a new data mining problem of
mining mutual subspace clusters from multiple sources is
studied. Most of the real time applications deal with
multiple data sources describing the data objects in
various contexts. There is a high need for efficient and
effective techniques for carrying data analytics in a more
meaningful way. This is helpful for the data analysts to
make sound decisions.
We have developed an interesting partitional model
that makes use of k-medoids clustering method for
mutual subspace clustering. Experiments are conducted
on synthetic data sets and real data sets to examine the
effectiveness and the efficiency of the Top-down kmedoids method. In Section IV, The results are analyzed
and found that the proposed method performs marginally
better in terms of execution time and purity.
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